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Abstract: The sensitivities of resonant wavelengths of photonic crystal (PhC) membrane nanocavities with embedded InAs quantum dots to the ambient refractive index are reported for use in (bio)chemical sensing. The resonances for the different modes of several point-defect type cavities are obtained by photoluminescence measurements. Systematic trends of the variation of sensitivity with increase of the overlap of the modes with the PhC holes are observed for varying cavity type as well as for a given mode within a cavity type. A maximum sensitivity of ~300 nm/RIU (refractive index unit) is observed, corresponding to ~25% mode overlap with the holes and complete infiltration with the aqueous solution.
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1. Introduction

Photonics-based devices are very attractive for (bio) chemical sensing since they are easily incorporated in fluid cells containing the analyte. The surface of light guiding structures can be functionalized with target-specific binding layers. The sensing is based on the change in refractive index experienced by the electromagnetic field near the surface with the presence of the target molecules, so that the target does not require any fluorescent labeling. Label-free sensors are important, not only because they avoid expensive and laborious labeling steps, but also because the labels may affect the biochemical recognition. So far, various label-free (bio) chemical sensors have been demonstrated, capable of measuring the refractive index change of the environment with high resolution [1–7]. The most developed sensors are the Surface Plasmon Resonance [1] and Mach-Zehnder interferometer [2,3] based devices, that require a large sensing area (~mm²) which is one of the main limitations for integrating these sensors in optical chips.

Miniaturization of label-free optical sensors is of particular interest for realizing ultra compact lab-on-a-chip applications with dense arrays of functionalized spots for multiplexed sensing, that may lead to portable, low cost and low power devices [8]. Many efforts exist to realize small devices and among them are photonic crystal (PhC) fibers [9], microrings [6,10] and PhC cavities [11–19]. The smallest possible sensors are the ones based on PhC cavities as their size is of the order of the wavelength, determined by the diffraction limit. Silicon based PhC microcavities have been used to detect (bio) chemical complexes [12–14,19]. Sensors based on III-V semiconductors have been demonstrated as well [11,15,17]. These latter sensors are attractive as they potentially offer the full on-chip integration with sources and detectors, or may be operated as lasers [15] to decrease the detection level. In addition, they can be employed using remote readout, not requiring the delicate attachment of optical fibers or electrical wiring. The principle of array operation for multiplexed sensing was recently shown both for the Si [16] as well as for the InGaAsP III-V system [15].
In this work, we experimentally investigate two different designs of InAs quantum dot-embedded PhC membrane nanocavities for sensing applications using the photoluminescence (PL) technique. The frequency of each mode is tuned across the PhC bandgap by lithographically varying the parameters of many cavities. The systematic increase of the sensitivity of the dipole mode with decrease of the size of the cavity is demonstrated. For a given mode, the sensitivity smoothly increases when the resonance frequency increases towards the upper band edge of the PhC bandgap, irrespective of the detailed design details. Furthermore, the inverse correlation between sensitivity and Quality Factor $Q$ is observed.

2. Sample preparation and experimental setup

A 220 nm thick InGaAsP quaternary layer (band edge wavelength 1.25 µm) was grown lattice-matched on a 1 µm InP buffer layer by using Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition. Rather than the Quantum Wells normally used for photoluminescence in this semiconductor [11,15], here one monolayer of InAs Quantum Dots (density $3 \times 10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$) was grown in this layer to generate emission at 1.55 µm wavelength [20]. A 400 nm SiNx mask was deposited by Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition on a 20 nm InP protective capping layer which was on top of the quaternary layer. The hexagonal pattern of the PhC with the nominal radius-to-lattice spacing ($r/a$) of 0.30 was defined in ZEP 520 resist using Electron Beam Lithography. The SiN$_x$ mask was etched by using Reactive Ion Etching with CHF$_3$ chemistry. Then the pattern was transferred into the InP-InGaAsP-InP layer stack by Inductively Coupled Plasma etching (ICP) with Cl$_2$/Ar/H$_2$ chemistry. The final step is the selective wet chemical etching of InP using HCl:H$_2$O = 4:1 solution at 2 °C to obtain the InGaAsP membrane. Two different cavity types were fabricated, based on defects with no hole missing (H0) [15] and one air hole missing (H1) [21]. These cavities are chosen because they support different types of modes (monopole, dipole etc.), which is useful for comparison. In addition, the same type of mode (e.g. dipole) occurs in both cavity types. Their symmetry and compactness is suitable for integration in an array. Finally, they emit at large out-of-plane angles, which is suitable for the PL-collection. For H0 type of cavities, independent modifications were made on the two adjacent holes in the ΓK-direction ($x$) and/or in the ΓM-direction ($y$) [15]. To distinguish different H0 cavities, they are represented by $r_x'$, $s_x$, $r_y'$ and $s_y$ as sketched in Fig. 1(a). The six inner holes of the H1 defect cavities were reduced in radius (labeled by $r'$) and/or had their center position shifted radially outward (labeled by $s$). For a given cavity type, the parameter sets ($r', s$) were varied to tune the resonant wavelength for each mode within the bandgap. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the Scanning Electron Microscope images of the fabricated H0 and H1 cavities. Due to the fabrication tolerances, the fabricated nanocavities have $r/a$ ratio of 0.32 instead of the intended 0.30, as determined from the SEM images.

![Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of hole modifications; SEM images of fabricated (b) H0($r', s$), and (c) H1($r', s$) type of InGaAsP nanocavities. The fabricated structure has $r/a$ of 0.32.](image)

The cavities were treated by an O$_2$ plasma and H$_3$PO$_4$ etch, which improved the hydrophilicity of the surface. A large, macroscopic, (~1 mm diameter) drop of sugar
(sucrose)-water mixture was placed on the top of the sample from a pipette. This entirely immerses all part of the sample where the cavities are, with the liquid. Then a 0.15 mm thick cover glass was placed on the filled sample in order to avoid water evaporation and to achieve a flat and constant thickness layer of water on top of the sample. This method likely has different infiltration characteristics as compared to the recently developed microinfiltration techniques [22–24]. Since excess fluid is present, not only the holes, but also the top of the sample and under-etched void may be filled with the liquid. The microinfiltration is likely to fill only the holes [24]. A CW diode laser (\(\lambda = 660\,\text{nm}\)) with a low pump power of 30 \(\mu\text{W}\) in order to avoid heating effects is used to excite the cavities. Excitation of the cavities and the collection of the photoluminescence (PL) signals were done by the same 50x microscope objective (N.A. = 0.5). The collected signal was dispersed in a 50 cm monochromator and detected by a liquid nitrogen cooled InGaAs detectors array. The cavity quality factor of the used cavities varied from one to a few times 10^3.

3. Sensitivity determination

Different concentrations of sugar-water solutions with known refractive indices [25] have been infiltrated into the two types of InGaAsP PhC nanocavities in order to investigate the sensitivity of the cavities. After each infiltration, the cavities were cleaned and characterized by PL again. No frequency shifts were detected after the cleaning compared to the unfilled cavity. Figure 2(a) shows the typical spectral response of an H1(r′,s), having a nominal lattice spacing of 480 nm with nominal values of \(r′ = 105\,\text{nm}\), and \(s = 15\,\text{nm}\), to seven different sugar-water concentrations. The resonance peak at 1475 nm (\(a/\lambda = 0.34\)) was identified as a hexapole mode by using 3D finite difference time domain (FDTD) calculations (CrystalWave). After pure water is infiltrated, the hexapole mode redshifts more than 70 nm due to the increase in the ambient refractive index from 1 to 1.33. As the sugar concentration increases, the cavity mode redshifts further. From the slope of the best fit near \(n = 1.33\), the sensitivity, \(S = \Delta\lambda/\Delta n\), is determined. For this particular cavity, the sensitivity is 280nm/RIU (refractive index unit). Incomplete filling of the small PhC holes with the analyte is frequently reported [17,19]. The sensitivity depends on how effective the analyte is infiltrated into the holes and the region underneath the holes. This filling is determined by the wetting and governed by capillary forces inside the holes. Therefore, we simulated three different conditions: (1) total filling, (2) surface coverage and filling of the holes, and (3) surface coverage only, by using 3D FDTD. Figure 2(b) shows the 3D FDTD simulation results of the resonant wavelength shift dependence on the refractive index change for three different liquid infiltration conditions as shown in the inset. Sensitivities of 75 nm/RIU, 230 nm/RIU and 285 nm/RIU have been obtained for the surface coverage, surface coverage and hole filling and total filling respectively. Absolute values of calculated and measured resonant wavelengths differ typically by 3% and are caused by fabrication tolerances in the unmodified and modified holes sizes in the cavity. Our experimental result is in good agreement with the calculation; it shows that with a proper treatment of the surface to make it hydrophilic, both the holes in the membrane and the area underneath the membrane can be completely filled. Incomplete, or solution-dependent filling may lead to unpredictable effective sensitivities [17,19].
4. Sensitivity dependence on mode frequency

The relation between the sensitivity of a given mode and its position inside the bandgap was investigated. This position was varied by variations in the \((r',s)\) parameters. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the sensitivity of the dipole and the monopole modes respectively, obtained from different \(H0(r'_x,s'_x,r'_y,s'_y)\) cavities as a function of the normalized mode frequency \((a/\lambda)\) for the cavities in \(\mathrm{PhC}\)’s with three different lattice spacings, 480, 499, 511 nm. Also indicated in the figure are the PhC dielectric band edge near \(a/\lambda = 0.29\) and the air band edge near \(a/\lambda = 0.37\), as calculated from a 3D FDTD calculation with the experimental membrane parameters with \(r/a = 0.32\). The sensitivities increase when the cavity modes are lithographically tuned from the dielectric band to the air band. The same trend has been also obtained for the \(H1(r'_y,0)\) type of cavities as follows from Fig. 3(c), which shows that the sensitivity of all supported cavity modes, the dipole (D), the hexapole (H) and the split quadrupole (\(Q_1\) and \(Q_2\)) increases when the resonance gets closer to the air band edge. Qualitatively, this behavior is expected since the closer the cavity mode frequencies to the air band edge, the larger the mode overlap with the holes, and thus the higher the sensitivity [26]. The smooth behavior in Fig. 3 suggests that the position within the bandgap mainly determines the sensitivity, irrespective of the details of the cavity design, i.e. in our case the \((r',s)\) sets. The data in Fig. 3 are obtained from measurements with and without water, so that the wavelength shifts are large. Therefore there are no data near the dielectric band edge as these resonances would fall inside the dielectric band after infiltration. From Fig. 3(c) there are data even at or slightly above the air band edge. This is believed to be a real effect as some (rather broad) resonances exist above the band edge, but in the frequency interval between the stopbands in the \(\Gamma\mathrm{M}\) and \(\Gamma\mathrm{K}\) directions.
A detection limit, which is defined as the minimum detectable refractive index change [27], is the relevant factor for a sensor. For a low detection limit, a high sensitivity and a narrow linewidth i.e. a high Q factor are required. A high sensitivity requires a high overlap of the mode profile with the holes, which generally will cause higher losses and a reduction of the Q factor. The proper Figure of Merit for a sensor is therefore $S \times Q$ [26], which product should be maximized. Therefore, we experimentally investigated the correlation between the sensitivity and the Q factor. Figure 4(a) shows the PL signal collected from an unfilled H0($r'_x$, $s_x$; $r'_y$, $s_y$) cavity where $a = 511$ nm, $r'_x = r'_y = 0.2a$, $s_x = 0.14a$ and $s_y = 0.1a$. The M1 ($\lambda = 1396$ nm) and the M2 ($\lambda = 1469$ nm) are the higher order modes; the M3 ($\lambda = 1546$ nm) and the M4 ($\lambda = 1582$ nm) are dipole and monopole modes [15]. Figure 4(b) shows the measured quality factor plotted against the sensitivity for the four modes of the H0 cavity for varying ($r'_x$, $s_x$; $r'_y$, $s_y$) parameters. Although there is no clear functional dependence, the expected inverse correlation between S and Q is clearly present [26]. The high Q modes (M3 and M4) are strongly confined inside the dielectric material and have lower sensitivity, whereas the low Q modes (M1 and M2) are less confined inside the dielectric and have a higher sensitivity. The figure suggests that for sensitivities near ~150 nm/RIU the Q-factor can be made very large.
5. Sensitivity dependence on mode and cavity type

Since sensitivities depend on the position of the mode resonance inside the bandgap, it is not straightforward how to compare sensitivities of different cavity-types. For each cavity-type and mode, we have taken the sensitivity as averaged for many H1(r′,s) and H0(r′, s′, r′y, s′y) configurations, at least ten per cavity-mode type, with frequencies somewhat uniformly spread over the bandgap as in Fig. 3. The results are collected in Table 1. Although the precise values may be arbitrary, as they depend on the exact cavities taken for averaging, some clear trends are observed from Table 1. For a specific cavity, e.g. H1(r′,0) cavity, the sensitivity is larger for the modes that are more confined to the perimeter of the cavity such as the hexapole and quadrupole modes. These modes have higher electric field overlap with the holes as compared to the modes which are more localized near the center of the cavity inside the dielectric, e.g. the dipole. The sensitivity of a specific type of mode varies in a characteristic manner with the cavity type. The sensitivity of the dipole increases if the cavity size is reduced by modifying the surrounding holes, which corresponds to going from bottom to top in the table. On the other hand, the modes which are confined near the perimeter of the cavity, like the quadrupole and the hexapole modes, do not depend much on cavity size.

As the resonance wavelength is determined by the average refractive index a mode experiences, the wavelength shift is determined by 
\[ S = \frac{\Delta \lambda}{\Delta n} = f \lambda/n \]
where \( 0 \leq f \leq 1 \) which is the overlap of the electromagnetic field with the holes. These maximum values for \( S = \lambda/n \) are also displayed in Table 1. The ratio of the average sensitivity divided by the maximum \( S \) is given in the last column of Table 1. It shows that the sensitivities are within 30% of the maximum value.

To optimize the sensitivity, special designs have been reported to maximize the overlap of the resonant mode with the holes where the analyte is. Loncar et al. obtained a sensitivity of 245nm/RIU from InGaAsP PhC membrane cavities having fractional edge dislocations [11], and with a central hole to increase the overlap. Very recently, Falco et al. obtained a theoretical sensitivity of 585 nm/RIU from their slotted double-heterostructure PhC in Si [19]. Their experimental value was even three times higher, but this was attributed to an improved infiltration as the sugar concentration in the sample increased. Dorfner et al. compared two type of cavities, L3 (three missing holes in a row) and H1 with a large central hole in Si. The sensitivities were 63 and 155 nm/RIU respectively, with lower (L3) or comparable (H1) cavity \( Q \)-factors [14]. A sensitivity of 400nm/RIU has been obtained from InGaAsP cavities in a lasing mode, similar to our H0 cavities, by Kita et al. [15]. Kim et al. demonstrated a sensitivity of 247nm/RIU for a hexapole mode of a modified single air hole missing cavity [28]. They created a deformed hexapole mode cavity by enlarging two air-holes facing each other.
Table 1. Average sensitivities, maximum sensitivities and filling fraction of different mode types with different cavities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cavity Type</th>
<th>Mode Type</th>
<th>Average S (nm/RIU)</th>
<th>Maximum S (nm/RIU)</th>
<th>Filling Fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H0(r',0)</td>
<td>Dipole</td>
<td>3.1x10^2</td>
<td>1.0x10^3</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monopole</td>
<td>2.6x10^2</td>
<td>1.1x10^3</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H0(r',s,x,0;ry',sy)</td>
<td>Second order monopole</td>
<td>2.0x10^2</td>
<td>1.04x10^3</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second order dipole</td>
<td>2.2x10^2</td>
<td>1.15x10^3</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monopole</td>
<td>1.6x10^2</td>
<td>1.10x10^3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dipole</td>
<td>1.4x10^2</td>
<td>1.12x10^3</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1(r',0)</td>
<td>Dipole</td>
<td>1.1x10^2</td>
<td>1.12x10^3</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hexapole</td>
<td>2.6x10^2</td>
<td>1.09x10^3</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quadrupole</td>
<td>1.9x10^2</td>
<td>1.09x10^3</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1(r',s)</td>
<td>Dipole</td>
<td>0.9x10^2</td>
<td>1.06x10^3</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hexapole</td>
<td>2.8x10^2</td>
<td>1.07x10^3</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quadrupole</td>
<td>1.9x10^2</td>
<td>1.08x10^3</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

In this work we reported sensitivities of InAs QDs embedded InGaAsP photonic crystal membrane nanocavities. The sensitivities were determined by infiltrating different concentration of sugar-water solutions inside the holes. 3D FDTD simulation results confirm that the cavities were totally infiltrated. We demonstrated that the sensitivity has a simple relation to the cavity type and increases gradually when the mode frequency increases. The modes which are localized to the periphery of the cavity are found to be more sensitive than the modes localized center of the cavity. We also showed that the sensitivity inversely correlates with the quality factor. Maximum sensitivity of ~300nm/RIU is observed which corresponds to ~25% electric field overlap with the holes. The present experimental data provide insight in the operation of PhC sensors and support theoretical expectations.
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